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Abstract
The article analyzes crime in the Russian emigrant community in Berlin in 1919
– 1933 where approximately 100 thousand Russian refugees lived. The article
answers the following questions: the nature of the crime, its social basis, its
level, and the social and economic context. The research is based on the
materials collected in German archives and in the Russian as well as German
periodicals of the studied period. The sources contain information about 145
Russian criminals. Reviewing these cases has allowed to draw a conclusion
that the crime rate of the Russian community, in general, was low and had
instrumental character and was influenced by the most difficult adaptation
problems (labor, psychological issues); among the Russian refugees the former
officers, dealers, aristocrats were the most vulnerable and the most inclined to
form crime groups.
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Introduction
The “Russian Berlin” of the interwar time was in many ways a unique
phenomenon. Caused by the revolution and the civil war in Russia, the “wave” of
refugees rushed to Europe, which itself was trying to overcome the
consequences of the world war and was not ready to accept hundreds of
thousands of Russian exiles (according to various sources from 1,2 to 2 million
(Rudnev, 2001: 232 - 238).
In the first half of 1920’s, for a number of reasons Berlin became the largest center
of the Russian emigration in Europe. At the beginning of 1920 the Russian
community in the capital of Germany, according to the Prussian government, was
made up of approximately 80 000 permanent residents1. The most informed
official of the Berlin police, Regierungsrat Bartels (who was in charge of the
surveillance of foreigners in Berlin) stated the same number in November, 19222.
The most frequently reported statistics in the periodicals estimated the number of
Russian immigrants to be up to 100 thousand people, the Berlin police believed
this to be excessively overestimated3. At the same time, while estimating the size
of the Russian colony, it is necessary to keep in mind that its number was always
changing, because Berlin was an important transit zone for thousands of migrants
in 1920’s.
Thus, those emigrants and researchers, who believed that more than 100
thousand Russians lived in the Russian Berlin in the beginning of the 1920’s were
right (Andreyev, 2003: 54; Khrisanfov, 2014; Kolosova, 2005: 145). The prime of
the Russian Berlin fell on the period of 1920 - 1923, later Russians began to leave
Germany, first of all, because of the stabilization of the German currency and
price increases. At the end of 1923 – the beginning of 1924, according to Bartels,
up to 40% of Russian refugees left Berlin4. In 1927 the Russian Berlin totaled
about 15,5 thousand people5, by the beginning of the 1930’s the number
decreased to several thousands, and by the end of the 1930’s, the Russian
community vanished like smoke.
It is important to note that by “the Russians" researchers studying the history of
emigration meant all natives of the Russian Empire who identified themselves
with the Russian culture (regardless of their ethnic origin) (Pronin, 2016: 5 - 6).
The Russian emigration community consisted of many Russian Germans, Jews,
Ukrainians and members of other ethnic minorities (Williams, 1972: 147).
Moreover, it is important to take into consideration that the staff of the Soviet

Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz (GStA PK), I HA Rep. 84a, N. 15. S. 132.
GStA PK, I HA Rep. 77, Tit. 1811, Nr. 120. S. 70.
3 Bundesarchiv Berlin (BAB), R 1501, Nr. 114050, S. 132.
4 Rul’. 1924, February, 26. № 981.
5 Rul’. 1927, April, 28. № 1952.
1
2
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embassy and its agents living in Berlin were not a part of the Russian colony
because the emigration was of a political character and was as a result of the
defeat of anti-Soviet forces during the Russian Civil War.
Not only the national but also the social composition of the Russian Berlin varied.
According to the research of the historian H.E. Volkmann, in the early twenties
the Russian community mainly consisted of traders, engineers, clerks (26,8%),
professors and students (20%), the military (15,8%) predominated; some rural
workers (11,3%), people of liberal professions (7,2%); there were fewer
employees (6,4%) and industrial workers (2,2%) (Volkmann, 1966: p. 8). Though
this statistics is approximate, it gives the general representation of Russian
Berliners: they were the people of high social status, who were educated and
used to having a good income and high living standards (Schloegel, 1994: 240).
The majority of the Russian refugees was deprived of their former income
sources, houses and their “social niche”; they were facing numerous adaptation
problems abroad. Studying the social history of Russian emigration is challenging
due to some obvious reasons: the impossibility to apply traditional sociology
methods (questioning and interviews, for instance); the lack of statistics of social
and economic development, demographics, families, criminal statistics etc.
Adaptation problems and their various solutions are generally studies through
indirect data, individual cases and the history of some institutions (Russian public
organizations) and prominent people. At the same time, the leading historians
note the need to study the every-day life, integration processes and social
aspects of the history of the Russian Berlin (Schloegel, 2006: 12-13) and there is
some interesting research in this field already (Oltmer, 2003; Usakov, 1995;
Ippolitov et al., 1999; Guseff, 2014; Cherednikova, 2005, Bocharova, 2006).
The main aim of this article is to deepen our knowledge of the adaptation
processes of the Russian emigration in Berlin. The aspect chosen for this (crime)
is an important indicator of the social relations development of any society. Since
deviant and particularly delinquent behavior strongly depends on the social
climate (Bellebaum, 1984: 15 - 16); studying such behavior allows researchers to
analyze social relations in general. This approach has been successfully applied
by historians; for instance, the famous researcher of the Soviet social history
Sh. Fitzpatriсk has noted that some criminals are “perceptive social
commentators” because they know and use the social and bureaucratic practices
that are the most widespread in their environment (Fitzpatrick, 2011: 306-307).
Still, only one researcher, L'vov K.V., has made an attempt to apply this approach
to researching the adaptation processes of the “first wave" Russian emigration in
Germany (L’vov, 2002). However, the researcher worked with limited sources and
had to rely on a small number of individual cases, which cannot be considered a
representative sample. Throughout this article, we will try to overcome the
scarcity of sources and the lack of statistics of foreign crime in Berlin (which even
the German Ministry of Justice and the state refugees commissar in the 1920’s
did not have6); we also try to use new historical sources and to systematize the
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available factual material for the analysis. Furthermore, we will try to determine
not only what the character of crime was but also what the crime rate among the
Russian emigrants was in comparison to the crime rate in Germany.
Berlin is the focus of our attention because it is where the Russian emigration
and it’s public, commercial and cultural institutes were concentrated which made
all Russian refugees into a tight integrated community. We have chosen the
chronological framework of 1919 – 1933, the period of the Russian Berlin's
development in a stable political and social context. After 1933 the German
domestic policy was drastically changed, which caused the outflow of the
Russians remaining in Berlin, strongly affected the Russian Jews and changed
the delict types, social basis and methods of crime. Therefore, the consideration
of crime among the Russians after 1933 would demand a separate research.
Before starting the description of our research on crime in the Russian Berlin of
1919 – 1933, it is necessary to give a short review of its social and economic
context and adaptation problems of the Russian refugees in general. It will allow
taking into account the situation in which these or other offenses were committed.

The Russian community in Berlin: The main adaptation
problems
The post-war Berlin faced both social and economic crisis and was not ready to
accept hundreds of thousands of refugees from the East (first of all, the Russians,
the Polish, the Polish Jews). Emigrants increased the fierce competition on the
labor and housing markets, worsened the criminogenic situation and food
provision for the population. Therefore, it was inevitable for the foreigners arriving
in Berlin, including Russians, to face manifestations of xenophobia and antiintegration policy of the German government, the purpose of which was to
stimulate the outflow of foreigners from the country (Oltmer, 2003). So, the
German employment agencies had the right to not serve foreigners, the higher
education in German institutions was two times more expensive for foreigners 7;
housing prices, the state taxes for judicial and other public services were also two
to three times higher (Bocharova, 2006: 388). All of this had Russians to declare
their "disempowerment" abroad (Budnitskiy & Polyan, 2013: 129 - 130).
Employment possibilities for the majority of refugees were reduced to low-paying
physical labor and services (Ippolitov et al.: 69 - 72). A prominent Russian
emigrant and a public person V. Gessen said: "...among emigrants […] there
wasn't a place for a choice of professions; it was necessary to grab any
opportunity to work and consider yourself lucky if you were able to find
something." 8 This situation led to a “half-starved” condition of many refugees.

Rul’. 1924, January, 16, № 946.
Gessen, I.V. Gody izgnaniya. Zhiznenniy otchet. [Years of exile. Report on life. In Russ.] Paris:
YMCA-PRESS, 1979. P. 225.
7
8
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In addition, the labor and the social adaptation of the Russian emigrants was
hampered by their own "isolationism", the desire for a reserved lifestyle and
isolation from the German population. This trend was noted by the press and
many memoirists (Budnitskiy & Polyan, 2013: 33). On the one hand, it was
determined by quite a weak knowledge of the German language9, on another, by
the psychology of the "unpacked suitcases" (Williams, 1996: 65). Russian
refugees expected a fast fall of the Soviet power and an opportunity to return
home and, therefore, often did not seek neither the integration into the German
socio-economic space and nor the opportunities to acquire new social capital.
The impossibility of the return to Russia and the need for integration became
apparent to many only several years later. For instance, a Russian Berliner, a
scientist S.I. Gessen later regretted this psychological state: “Subsequently, I
repeatedly paid a cruel price for my frivolous optimism, which tempted me to
believe that my own desires were the reality and to live all the time in a bivouac
instead of reconciling with the life in a foreign country and trying to enter this life
without expecting to return home soon"10.
Among the factors causing tension were political contradictions and some
psychological problems which had been inherited from the political life of the
Russian Empire by the emigrants who in the past had a high social status. We
will describe these factors in more detail further in the text.
In the first years the Russian immigrant community managed to survive thanks to
the low cost of living (due to the strong inflation of the German mark), the
expenditure of the capitals, taken from Russia and international help (The League
of Nations, the Red Cross, etc.) as well as Russian charitable organizations,
which existed in the early 1920’s to 46 independent institutions; support was
provided to all categories of refugees (Ippolitov et al.: 84). The amount of help
significantly decreased in the mid 1920’s due to the strong reduction of the
number of Russian emigrants in Berlin (Usakov, 1995: 137). In general, thanks
to the activity of philanthropists and their help with employment, legal issues,
money etc. the majority of applicants (thousands of people) received support
(Schloegel, 2004: 172); we do not know of cases of Russian refugees dying of
starvation or of cases of refusing help to people who really needed it.
Nevertheless, poverty remained a characteristic feature of life in the Russian
Berlin throughout its existence, and "the refugees' need was knocking almost on
every door"11, which stimulated an outflow of the Russians to other countries and
the marginalization of the most vulnerable social groups of the Russian colony
(L’vov, 2002: 101 - 119). This environment also made an important impact on
the crime character and types of delinquent behavior among Russian emigrants.

Gessen, I.V. Gody izgnaniya… P. 61.
Gessen, S.I. Izbrannoye [Selected. In Russ.] / Gessen S.I.; [edit., preface by E.L. Petrenko,
comment. by M.I. Ivanov, & T.V. Ivanova]. Moscow: Rossiyskaya politicheskayal enziklopediya
(ROSSPEN), 2010. P. 794.
11 Gessen, I.V. Gody izgnaniya… P. 68.
9

10
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Data and methods
In the conditions of the lack of statistics about the offenses committed by
foreigners in Berlin, we were faced with a challenge of collecting factual material
through the historical sources available today. As many sources of personal origin
mention crime occasionally (in general), our source base consists generally of
archival documents and messages in periodicals. First of all, we paid special
attention to the periodicals published by the Berlin police in the 1920’s, regularly
(several times a week) reporting the delicts which happened in Berlin, about the
wanted and arrested criminals (“Deutsches Fahndungsblatt”, “Deutsches
Kriminalpolizeiblatt”, “Tagesbericht”). The messages proceeding from the police
usually provide information on the delict type, ways, on the place and time when
it was committed and on the identity of the criminal. The same can be said about
the regular messages that were published in Berlin by the Russian daily
newspaper “Rul” (it was published in 1920 – 1931). Its employees had access to
the Berlin police and officials, visited Berlin trials and closely watched the
criminogenic situation in the Russian colony.
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Pic. 1, 2. Example of the publication by “Deutsches Fahndungsblatt” the information on
searching of the Russian criminal. The Russian officer F. Skrynnikov has committed fraud in
1924. Information on this crime was published also by the newspaper “Rul”.

Unfortunately, the archival documents from the time of the Weimar Republic, are
very incomplete, so are the rare periodicals stored in Berlin (including the ones
used for this research). The bigger part of the documents of the Prussian Ministry
of Justice (GStA PK, I HA Rep. 84a), of the state commissar of public order (BAB,
R 1507), prosecutor's offices at the Berlin land court (LAB, A Rep. 358-01) and
police departments (LAB, A Pr. Br. Rep. 030-02-04) were lost during the World
War II and after it due to the withdrawal of the German documents from archives
by troops of allies. Nevertheless, all the documents kept in archives have special
value, because court and investigation documents contain detailed information
about several dozens of criminals. These documents contain data on the social
status of the persons involved in trials, on the delicts, on the attitude of criminals
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and investigators, on the stories of criminals and their personal data (sex, age,
origin, motives etc.). The complete list of the sources used to make a selection
can be found in the Appendix No.1.
By studying these materials we succeeded to collect information on more than
172 delicts, committed by 2 legal and 154 physical persons (145 of them were
Russian emigrants) in 1919 – 1933. Considering the character of the used
sources and the low crime rate in emigration (further we will pay attention to it),
although this figure does not let us reconstruct a fully reliable picture of crime in
the Russian Berlin, it can give us quite a statistically reasonable understanding
of crime. Besides, the size of the sample gives us a chance not only to study
separate delicts but also to identify the most typical cases and crime practices.
We used some research results and additional sources to analyze the sample
and verify the received results (periodicals, sources of personal origin etc.)
It must be specifically stated that the sample doesn't include any delicts
committed out of Berlin and out of the specified time period and that the offenses
committed by the Soviet citizens who didn't call themselves emigrants and were
members of staff of the Soviet agencies, as well as the agents of Komintern and
communist propagandists – they made up a separate community which was not
included in the Russian emigration in Berlin (with anti-Soviet political orientation).
To study the collected material, we used descriptive and quantitative analysis,
which allowed us to describe the social basis of crime and the most crime-prone
groups of emigrants, the characteristics and practices of delinquent behavior. In
addition, it was very important to identify the sources and backgrounds of delicts.
Among deviantologists studying crime and creating models of crime
development, the concept of career is widespread – it is a formation of a criminal
through studying examples of deviant behavior. The social environment, the initial
stage of a career and its result are of a special importance. The final stage of a
delinquent career is the isolation from examples of not criminal behavior
(Amelang, 1986: 163 - 164) and entry into an organized deviant group (Becker,
2018: 58). The characteristic features of a successful career are the cases of
repeated criminal acts and delicts being committed within the group.
The needs and values of criminals can be defined more clearly through the
expression of their motives. Most part of motives, according to the classification
of aggressive behavior by E. Fromm, can be determined as instrumental,
meaning that deviant actions were performed not for the sake of the violation, but
for the sake of providing the individual with necessary or desirable objects
(Fromm, 2017: 315 - 316). The attention to motives is necessary if we wish to see
which needs of emigrants were the most difficult to satisfy. As we have already
stated above, identification not only of typical motives but also the usual ways of
committing crimes demands interpersonal interaction (first of all, for fraud); it also
depends on the widespread social practices and formats of social interaction
accepted by the community. After describing the collected sample in general, we
will closely look at several typical cases of criminal career in the Russian Berlin
to give our conclusions a human dimension and to show through these cases the
complex of personal and environmental factors that influenced certain crimes.
11
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Mass offenses and deviations
Importantly, we did not include in the sample the most common offenses (related to
passport control), since they are reflected well enough in the generalized observations
of researches; individual cases almost did not draw attention due to their ordinary
character and to the ambivalent attitude of informants to this phenomenon. The fact
that passport control violations (evasion from obligatory registration (Meldepflicht),
from renewing the documents granting the residence right) had mass character, is
confirmed, first of all, by the data of the Berlin police. In 1921, the police headquarters
were forced to note that tens of thousands of Russians avoided registration “because
of the fear to receive punishment for crossing the border illegally and of other
reasons”12. About 7 criminals’ (from the studied 145) sources note passport control
violation cases in the past, some of them were engaged in document forgery. In 1924,
the Berlin police suspected several Russian emigrants in participating in the organizing
false passports manufacturing13, but they succeeded in proving only one of the
suspects’ guilt14.
This behavior, according to Russians, was forced on them by numerous bureaucratic
obstacles and difficulties such as obtaining entry visas and passports. Therefore,
professor A. Yashchenko justified these violations in 1921 on the pages of the Berlin
newspaper “Golos Emigranta” [“Emigrant's voice”]: “… the situation of the Russian
emigrants is absolutely hopeless. They are people without the state and without legal
protection, they don't have legal ways for moving from one country to another and have
to resort to any tricks and even to have secret transitions through the border to find a
refuge …”15 Such view of passport violations was also shared by other Russian
intellectuals. So, one of the chief chroniclers of the Russian Berlin I.V. Gessen
remembered that for bureaucratic issues Russians resorted to bribes16. The writer V.V.
Nabokov who had lived in Berlin for 15 years, remembered some Russians
encountering “fantastic” bureaucratic difficulties and “deceiving any high-ranking
officials, vile rats, in different ministries, prefectures and police headquarters”17. The
need for foreigners to bypass passport control was met by numerous “factories”
producing false documents and operating in Berlin at that time. The Russian
newspapers quite often reported about their existence and the police hunting down
these criminal groups18. Thus, thousands of Russian refugees were in an opposition
to the state or had the experience of being in contact with marginal groups or had
negative views on the laws regulating their stay in Germany. This experience was
encouraging deviant behavior and consequently in some cases certainly could be a
prerequisite for further offenses.

ВАВ. R 1501, Nr. 114050, S. 132.
Rul’. 1924, April, 10, № 1019.
14 Rul’. 1925, February, 5, № 1286.
15 Golos emigranta [Emigrant’s voice]. 1921, April, № 1.
16 Gessen, I.V. Gody izgnaniya… P. 55.
17 Nabokov, V. Drugiye berega: avtobiografiya [Other shores: autobiography. In Russ.] / Vladimir
Nabokov. SPb: Alfavit, Azbuka- Atticus, 2017. P. 216.
18 F.e., in 1922 ''Rul’’’ described it sometimes: Rul’, 1922, №№ 370, 422, 450, 463, 608.
12
13
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Pic. 3. Example of the passport given by the German authorities to foreigners for obligatory
registration (this case – the passport of the Russian officer S.V. Taboritsky). Passports validity
was regularly required to be prolonged.

Alcohol abuse was also quite widespread in the Russian emigration and became
another factor that influenced crime. In several cases, the sources characterized
criminals as alcoholics; they committed crimes under the influence of intoxicating
drinks (e.i., the speculator and hooligan Alexander Zubkov, “an alcoholic and a
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cocaine addict”19, the murderer Grigoriy Kamyshenkov20 etc.). Increasing alcohol
intake by emigrants was noted by periodicals. One of the newspaper “Rul”’s
articles about “exhausted by sad inaction and need” emigrants said: “… the real
Russian vodka which is produced now in Paris, Berlin, and Constantinople for the
delight of the bitter life of an emigrant”, is now “a necessary detail of the refugee
daily life”21. In addition, there was a high number of newspaper advertisements
offering alcohol, which demonstrated the commercial success of these
enterprises. In Russian emigrant literature22, as well as in German23, Russian
refugees also appear in a role of willingly drinking people.
At the same time, this trend of increasing alcohol consumption (as well as the
crime rise) was also observed in the Berlin society, which was also going through
the consequences of political and economic shocks of the World War I and the
post-war period. Therefore, the satirical newspaper “Ulk” in 1921 made fun of
alcoholism, under the caricature representing the city overflowed by many liqueur
stores. They wrote that in Berlin, perhaps, there was still “not enough liqueur
stores”24.

GStA PK. I HA Rep. 90A, Nr. 1810. S. 3 – 4; Rul’. 1928, Februar, 26, № 2205.
Rul’. 1925, August, 19, № 1432; 1925, August, 20, № 1433.
21 Rul’. 1921, March, 6, № 92.
22 F.e., Batalin, R.G. Petersburg am Wittenbergplatz. Detmold: Verlag der Meyerschen
Hofbuchhandlung, 1931; Nabokov, V. Mashen'ka. Podvig [Mashen'ka. Feat. In Russ.] SPb:
Azbuka, 2017.
23 Remarque, E.M. Tri tovarisha [Three comrades. In Russ.] / Compendium, 5 v. V.2. Moscow:
“Vneshtorgizdat”, 1991. P. 391.
24 Ulk. [Wochenbeilage zum Berliner Tageblatt]. 1921, Mai, 27, № 21.
19
20
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Pic. 4. Ulk. 1921, Mai, 27, № 21.

The widespread psychological difficulties among the Russian emigration
described by N. Khrustalyova (1996: 64 - 70) explain this trend, which also
demonstrates the marginalization process (researched by L'vov K.V. (2002)) that
affected a significant number of the Russian refugees. Having moved abroad,
many emigrants switched to deviant behavior examples and gained such
experience.

Social basis and main crime features
The result of a general analysis of the collected material about 145 criminals is
presented in the Table No. 1. As it can be expected from a community with
prevailing educated urban groups which faced serious problems of income
acquisition, the significant share of crimes are frauds, thefts, counterfeiting, illegal
goods trafficking and other delicts which are usually provide an opportunity of
gaining money.

15
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Table No. 1.
Delict

Number of
crimes

Fraud
Thefts
Counterfeiting

59
67
5

Percent Number
Percent (of
of
145)
criminals
34,3 %
66
45,5 %
38,9 %
36
24,8 %
2,9 %
11
7,5 %

Drug trafficing
Murder
Passport control violation
Documents forgery
Bribery
Hooliganism
Begging
Smuggling
Pimping
Insults
Cardsharping
Staging of a theft
Harbouring of a thief
Unknown
Trading without license

4
4
7
4
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2

2,3 %
2,3 %
4%
2,3 %
2,3 %
2,3 %
1,16 %
1,16 %
0,58 %
0,58 %
0,58 %
0,58 %
0,58 %
1,74 %
1,16 %

Total

172

13
5
7
3
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
2 legal
persons

8,9 %
3,4 %
4,8 %
2%
2,7 %
2,7 %
1,3 %
1,3 %
1,3 %
0,6 %
0,6 %
0,6 %
0,6 %
2%

100%

Physical abuse in the crimes happened rarely (it is reliably known about 2 thefts
with physical abuse). There are no cases of murders during robberies: all murders
are committed for other reasons (1 political, 3 were made the criminals having
mental issues or in a condition of strong emotional pressure).
As the most damaging and resonant delicts, all murders were found reflected in
sources in much detail. From the three non-political murders, two were committed
under the circumstances that have remained unclear. Perhaps, they were
committed with the consent of the victims, who wanted to commit suicide that
way25. During an investigation of one of the cases, it has become clear that the
student A. Frenkel killed his bride according to their agreement: the desperate
couple could not find funds for a wedding and marital life26. In both cases,

25
26

Rul’. 1925, August, 19, № 1432; 1925, August, 20, № 1433;
Rul’. 1928, April, 19, № 2248.
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murderers committed suicide after the crimes. In the third case, a murder was
committed by a young man who had been declared insane. Murderer`s brother,
with whom he had a difficult relationship, became the victim27.
Table No. 2. Motives
Motive
Receiving material benefits
(money, jewelry, valuable
objects)
Receiving various benefits
(permission for apartment rent,
obtaining passport)
Political struggle

Number Percent Main delicts
130

89,6 %

3

2%

Frauds, thefts,
counterfeiting, drug traffic,
bribes
Bribes

3

2%

Murder, hooliganism, insult

Personal hostility

1

0,6 %

Mental disorders / stresses /
alcohol abuse
Unknown
Total

3

2%

5
145

3,4 %
100%

Reenactment of the theft
Murders (3 cases)
Dociment forgery, concealment

*** The table doesn`t include violations of passport control, as they are usually revealed in
connection with the commission of other crimes and could be committed for different reasons.

In the absolute majority of cases (except for 5 cases) we know about criminals’
motivation which moved them to commit these delicts (Table No. 2). The most
part (89,6%) of them had instrumental character. In an insignificant number of
cases (10) criminals had other purposes: obtaining permissions and other
documents, political struggle, personal hostility, mental disorders etc.
Considering a limited source base, it is difficult to say with confidence when
criminal activity was higher. Therefore, the following observations are
approximate. Out of 172 reviewed delicts, 52 were committed (of which 12 frauds
were committed by one person) during the prime of the Russian community (1919
– 1924). By that time the number of Russian refugees in Berlin was the highest
and although the problems of employment and income acquisition were pressing,
they were softened by the activity of public organizations and professional
associations which were focused on providing help to persons in need. Besides,
some refugees were still using the capital, which they had exported from Russia
and enjoyed the support of wealthier emigrants. The number of delicts recorded
in 1925 – 1929 is higher – 88 (from them 21 break-ins were committed by the
same criminal). Although the German economy was stable at that time, foreigners
lost an important advantage – the inflation which reduced the price of various
goods and services, especially for people having valuta; the activity of charitable
organizations decreased; public commentators noted that there were even fewer

27

Rul’. 1929, June, 26, № 2607; 1931, February, 13, № 3106.
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employment opportunities for foreigners in Berlin than it had been before 28. It is
possible to explain an increase in crime during this period by the fact that there
were more archival and other sources. In 1930 – 1933 the number of Russian
refugees in Berlin decreased, and the number of the delicts mentioned in sources
significantly decreased – 32 (from them 20 are the share of only two emigrants).
The social and professional background of criminals (Table No. 3), in general,
corresponds to the social structure of the emigration described by H. Volkmann
and K. Schloegel29.
Table No. 3. Professional composition
Profession
Military
Merchants
Engineers
Lawyers
Artists (singers, actors etc.)
Students
Journalists
Clerk, employee
Courier
Sailor
Nurse
Babysitter
Employee of intelligence agencies
Former maid of honour of the Russian Empress
Unemployed
Total

Number

Percent

17
14
4
6
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
61

27,8 %
22,95 %
6,5 %
9,8 %
9,8 %
4,9 %
3,2 %
3,2 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
1,6 %
100 %

Gender and age composition of criminals is also known. From the 145 offenders
only 11 were women (who constituted a relative minority (Russia in exile…, 1999:
p. 325)). The age of 58 criminals is known, 40 of them (68,9%) were born after
1890, and in 1919 – 1933 were 20 – 40. A smaller part, 18 people (31,1%) – were
older than 40 years at the time of committing the delicts.

The most criminogenic groups
The Table No. 3 shows the precise information about the criminals’ profession in
61 (out of 145) cases. Besides, it is known that about 9 criminals belonged to the
Russian Empire nobility (princes, counts, barons). More than half of the criminals

28
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(61) were military (27,8%) and merchants (22, 95%), a considerable share
(26,1%) were engineers, lawyers, and artists. Except that these professional
categories prevailed in emigration in general, their criminality (relatively higher
than by the other groups of this sample) has additional explanations, because,
for example, a big group of professors and students was less inclined to crime.
The mentioned categories (first of all, military and merchants), were, on the one
hand, the least capable of a successful adaptation abroad. In 10 cases, we
reliably know that criminals spoke German poorly or did not speak it at all.
Besides, the military had no possibility of professional employment in Germany.
On the other hand, the military (former officers mostly) and the merchants were
used to good living standards and had a high social status in the Russian Empire.
In emigration, they lost their former sources of income and their corresponding
level of consumption. At the same time, they kept their labor, social and consumer
orientations. They became drivers, workers, waiters, dishwashers or restaurant
musicians. But former officers, merchants, engineers, and lawyers protected their
identity and continued to consider themselves officers, engineers, officials, etc.
(Khrustalyova, 1996: 65).The psychologist N.S. Khrustalyova (1996: 64) writes
that the emigrants, who had a high status were often in a mental state
(“psychological dichotomy”) when a gap was observed between the person’s real
position in the social structure of the host country and their understanding of it
and the understanding of the microenvironment about the place of this person
among other people. To confirm their status emigrants sought to stick to their
closest Russian environment, in which they were treated according to the social
niche they occupied in Russia and carried out specific “rituals” for this purpose.
So, a Berlin taxi driver described the “so-called balls of the Russian drivers”: “here
are everywhere misters with magnificent manners who can wear a dress coat or
a tuxedo and faultlessly speak French and English”30.
A large number of delicts committed by the members of these emigrant
categories have similar features. First of all, it is about the desire to maintain a
high consumption level, lifestyle, and evasion of the labor, non-traditional for their
former high status. We will consider several typical cases in more detail.
The case of Georg von Meyer
In September of 1926, the police in Berlin revealed a group of cocaine dealers. It
consisted of 8 people, including 5 Russian emigrants, one Latvian German, O. v.
Sievers, one Prussian Jew and one German pharmacist Horst Hahn, who had
access to cocaine because of his work and was a former supplier in the group.
O. v. Sievers, where he sold cocaine plying between Riga, Berlin, and Paris. The
Russians, G. von Meyer, O. Krause, W. Manteufel, V. Papkewich, and S.
Mikhailov were intermediaries in these deals31.
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Four of the five Russians had high social status in the past (former officers of the
Russian army, one colonel, one baron). The activity of these young (25 – 30
years) officers in Germany were the following: a waiter, a film statistician, an
actor, a trade mediator, which were perceived by them as unseemly. Though they
mentioned these positions during the interrogation, they specified the former
officer status for self-identification in questionnaires. Meyer characterized his
financial situation as “most terrible” and “bitter need”, and called his earnings from
working in film production “insignificant”. Besides, Meyer committed passport
control violation; he did not renew his documents because he had no money to
pay the fees. S. Mikhailov, V. Papkevich and W. Manteufel (this man had no
permanent home at that moment) also mentioned their poverty. While discussing
financial problems, they had decided that it was possible to earn money through
selling cocaine. However, wanting to justify themselves during the interrogations,
they appealed to the friendship values: allegedly they wanted only to help friends
in a difficult financial situation (first of all, so explained his motives Sivers, who
delivered cocaine to end-users in Paris). Besides, C. Mikhailov and V. Papkevich
asked for a lenient punishment not to lose the opportunity to work and to support
their families32.
The police detective who investigated this case, Arthur Nebe, believed that the
members of the criminal group were involved into similar illegal transactions
regularly, but only one episode of cocaine sale (250 g of cocaine) could be
proven. Meyer, Krause, Mikhailov and Papkevich were sentenced to a 3 months’
imprisonment (including a stay in the pre-trial detention center), Manteufel playing
a more important role in the delict was sentenced to 4 months of imprisonment33.
Especially curious are the observations of the criminal detective A. Nebe who
characterized the motivation and lifestyle of the defendants: “All the participants
have undoubtedly committed their crime because of […] need. The financial
situation of the Russian emigrants, […] as I can see is extremely poor and
disastrous. […] they try to earn through gamblings and doubtful deals, but,
obviously, they do not want to find a real job. […] such people as Meyer and
Krause are often in local gamblings, try to get good fortune; [therefore] it is hardly
possible to excuse them though their acts are caused by need”34. The detective
correctly noted that the reaction of Russian officers and “aristocrats” to poverty
(which was expressed through delinquent behavior) was related to the fact that,
not being able to continue their military service, they avoided other “real” work
and sought to obtain wealth in doubtful ways.
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S. Michailoff, Befragung, den 3. September 1926; V. Papkewitsch, Befragung, den 4 September
1926 / LAB. A Rep. 358-01, № 260. Bd. 1
33 Gerichtsurteil, den 20. Oktober 1926 / LAB. A Rep. 358-01, № 260. Bd. 3.
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The case of Strykovsky and co.

We find similar features considering the criminal career of the young Russian
merchants who were engaged in the already large drug traffic scheme during
1922 – 1926. The Berlin kernel of this criminal organization consisted of 10
people, including 8 former Russian citizens35. Besides, the group had
representatives (including Russian emigrants) in Bern, Paris, Copenhagen,
London, Harbin, and other cities). With a group of former employees of a Berlinbased pharmaceutical company, they were able to arrange deliveries of heroin,
cocaine, morphine and other opiates from Germany, France, and Switzerland,
selling it both domestically (for instance, in Hamburg they sold drugs for 65 000
marks36), and in Asia (delivered there like “cosmetics”) where opiates were paid
several times more than their purchase prices37.

Pic. 5. The drugs found during the police raid [LAB. A Rep. 358-01, No. 863. Bd. 1]

Before living in Berlin, where most of the organization's members arrived in 1920
– 1923, drugs were not in their sphere of interest. In Russia and Asia (two of the
participants lived there for some time before moving to Berlin), five of the eight
Russian citizens were merchants and were engaged in trading medical goods,
toys, tea from China and other goods. Before they had employed servants and
succeeded commercially, but such business was not profitable in the crisis-ridden
Berlin of the early 1920’s. In the pursuit of a new commercial success, they found
profit in trading opiates, in which they engaged in for a quite long time.

LAB. A Rep. 358-01, № 863. Bd. 1-11.
Die Wahrheit, 1928, September, 15, No. 37
37 Rul’. 1927, January, 14, № 1861.
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Pic. 6. One of the leaders of the criminal group, H. Strykovsky [LAB. A Rep. 358-01, No. 863.
Bd. 1]

The case of Ivan Miasojedov
Ivan Grigorjevich Miasojedov's case also has characteristics of a crime
committed by the person with “psychological personality dichotomy”. Before the
revolution, Ivan Miasojedov (born in 1888) was one of the more famous and
successful Russian artists. Before the First World War, he was the rector of one
of Kiev's arts educational institutions, worked for famous magazines and (which
helped his criminal career), for the Mint38. Miasojedov had a high social status,
lived in his own 2-story house; shortly before the war, he married a young Italian
dancer Malvin Vernici. The revolution took everything away from Miasojedov, and
he had to move abroad as a poor refugee. During the Civil War, he had a serious
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illness and was almost shot and killed by Bolsheviks39. After he got to Berlin in
1919, he worked for filmmakers, advertisers, but had a lack of money and had to
accept the help from his former students (Erbentraut, 1995: 187).
In 1921 in Berlin Miasojedov met a supernumerary engineer in film production V.
Mamonov, who had also lost everything during the revolution (until 1917 he
owned two factories) and was distressed. The investigation documents testify,
“the common need pushed them onto the criminal path”40. Besides, Mamonov
wanted to help his family, who stayed in Russia. Miasojedov, Mamonov and one
more engineer (also rich before the revolution and a beggar in emigration41)
produced counterfeit pounds sterling and American dollars bills, and of such high
quality that large banks could not identify them42, and forensic experts recognized
the manufactured banknotes as exceptional in their practice. Miasojedov's wife
and his accomplices marketed the banknotes. Even after satisfying their needs,
the criminal group did not stop and made a big fortune43. The criminals were
discovered in March of 1923, when Miasojedov was preparing for the production
of 100 dollar banknotes44. Miasojedov and his companions successfully
influenced the court with the story of the hardships endured by them. The court
took into account the harsh fate of the defendants and sentenced them to a not
very long jail time: 3 years of imprisonment for Miasojedov45, 2,5 years for the
engineers46 and 6 months for Miasojedov's wife. In 1925 Miasojedov was
released early. After several years of working for magazines, film production and
as a portraitist, in 1930 Miasojedov with Mamonov resumed the production of
counterfeit money although he had quite a good income then. After the trial of
1932 – 1933 Miasojedov was condemned and went to prison again (Erbentraut,
1995: 188 - 189).

Rul'. 1924, September, 24, № 1158.
Ibid.
41 Rul'. 1925, August, 22, № 1435
42 GStA PK. I HA Rep. 84a, N. 10718, S. 14.
43 Rul'. 1924, September, 24, № 1158.
44 GStA PK. I HA Rep. 84a, N. 10718, S. 15.
45 Rul'. 1924, September, 24, № 1158.
46 GStA PK. I HA Rep. 84a, N. 10718, S. 14; Rul'. 1925, August, 22, № 1435;
39
40
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Pic. 7. I. Miasojedov (with a beard) during the trial 1932 [F Rep. 290-02-06 Nr. 29/1-8; Foto by
Leo, Rosenthal]

All these cases involve people seeking to keep the high living standards. As V.V.
Nabokov wrote, in a difficult situation in emigration, “not all Russians […] humbly
agreed to be derelicts and ghosts”47. We have other examples of people of a high
social status in the past, especially as observed in the case of Meyer, who directly
avoided employment opportunities available to them because they considered
them unworthy. These examples of contempt towards some types of work in the
Russian emigrant community show that these were not several separate
examples, but quite a widespread perception. So, a son of a wealthy lawyer and
a house owner from Penza Sergey Gul' appeared in the German province and
worked in logging in the early twenties. He refused the offer to go to Berlin with
the words: “To get tips from some swine?! Hang it all!”. His brother Roman who
went to Berlin alone regarded this Segrey's perception of such usual emigrant
work as a waiter as “grandness”48. Some other Russians also tried to dissuade
Gul' from going to Berlin49. In the early twenties in emigration, those emigrants
who started to “serve” were quite often made fun of in talks and periodicals50.
A similar vision of the available adaptation opportunities by a part of emigrants
put them under the additional strain and among criminals. In some cases, officers
and the nobility even refused asking for help and receive charitable support, as

Nabokov, V. Other shores… P. 216.
Gul', R.B. Ya unes Rossiyu. Apologiya emigracii. [I've taken Russia with me. Apology of
emigration. In Russ.] / 3 v. V. 1. Rossiya v Germanii [Russia in Germany]. New York: "Most",
1981. P. 45.
49 Ibid. P. 40.
50 F.e., Mad. Russkije bezhentsy [Russian refugees] // Bich [Scourge] 1920, August, No. 1.
47
48
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they did not wish to act like poor applicants. Officers slept on benches in Berlin51,
but did not ask for help. In some cases, the refusal of the help resulted in tragic
episodes. In 1928 a 34-year-old baron Roman Rautenfeld, in the past a big
Russian landowner, became so poor that he could not even pay the rent for his
room and committed suicide52. It was not the only case53.Though poverty is the
possible reason of deviant behavior, it is also never the only reason, because it
has various possible reactions (Bellebaum: 15 - 16). A protest against the loss of
the social status, preserving former status ideas and habits, voluntary narrowing
of adaptation opportunities abroad, - here is the complex of factors pushing a part
of the Russian refugees to the direction of a criminal career.

Imposture
The importance of social statuses for the Russian emigration was demonstrated
by one more practice among the considered delicts – imposture. This fraud trick
was used by 14 of 145 criminals, i.e. 9,6% of all criminals and 21% of all swindlers
(66). A considerable part of the frauds was committed in the way that were simple
and common for that time (forgery, breach of friendly trust, issuance of cheques
that bounced etc.), and, generally, were not as interesting as imposture. These
tactics requires serious communicative and social skills and as well the
knowledge of the most widespread social values. Imposture has been rather
widespread in pre-revolutionary Russia where swindlers usually tried to pass for
aristocrats. The image of an impostor who is trying to use someone else’s identity
was reflected in the outstanding works of Russian literature (for instance, the
characters of Khlestakov and the splendid Ostap Bender). In Soviet Russia, this
practice was adapted to new social conditions, as swindlers represented
themselves as Soviet bureaucrats or Karl Marx and F. Engels's grandsons
(Fitzpatrick, 2011: 302 - 309). In emigration, impersonation developed differently.
Russian impostors were usually playing a role of Russian aristocrats (princes,
counts, barons) or generals. At first sight, the goal of this is confusing, since unlike
Soviet bureaucrats in Russia, the Russian nobility in emigration had neither
power nor riches. Nevertheless, this image was attractive for Russians and
Germans (both being impostors’ victims) who met people of “noble blood”.
Therefore, trusting and wishing to help the Russian “prince Golitsyn” (which was
the actor Nikolay Malakhov from Petrograd) some German aristocrats lent him
large sums of money. Of course, the crook never returned the money54. In
another case, the Russian model A. Sannek pretended to be a grand duchess
and managed to take some loans, to get servants and a car55. One more actor
(with a last name Maklakov) introduced himself as the same prince Golitsyn, the
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former tsar's adjutant and even a famous actor I. Mozshukhin. This way Maklakov
also “borrowed” money, deceived Russian and German businessmen56. Similar
tactics were used at that time by Russians speculators in France (L’vov, 2002:
143 - 147).
On the one hand, the Russian titles “for old time's sake” had magical influence.
Speculators received help and agreed to take money from their victims wishing
to start a friendship with nobles. On the other hand, in the German society, there
were also people who believed that Russian princes and dukes would play a
significant role in Russia and will redeem the former influence57; this view made
them also a potential target for swindlers. Moreover, L'vov observed that Russian
swindlers used the “Russian fashion” (2002: 141), common in the Berlin educated
circles, – the interest in Russian culture and Russian emigrants noted by many
memoirists and researchers (Boehmig, 1990: 162 - 163).
The success of Russian impostors also inspired their German “colleagues” who
adopted the tactics. So, a German clerk Dorathea Rel' called herself a Russian
countess and a baroness from Yalta expecting big heritage from Russia and this
way took some bank loans58. Other German woman claimed to be a Russian
baroness by the name of Ilonka von Tschaikowa, and also swindled money
through different pretexts. The German judge of her trial knew a lot about Russia,
so he understood right away that such Russian names and surnames did not
exist among the Russian aristocracy59. This trick was quite popular in the German
criminal world; the image of a German playing a role of a Russian aristocrat was
used in criminal novels of that time. In the novel by H. Sheffel “Grand duchess”
the German criminal by the name of Vera Mueller (representing the Russian
duchess Vera) meets a rich young man in Berlin and plunders him. The author
represents the victim as a trustful and naive (“idiotisch”) young man who let the
impostor into his house because he was just happy to invite “ihre Hoheit” (her
highness) to his “a mere mortal” home60.
It is important to note that impersonation was a broad social practice in the
Russian emigration. I.V. Gessen in his memoirs calls it a “refugee style”, i.e. an
ordinary trick for establishing new interpersonal contacts61. It was difficult to
check the reliability in emigration where the former social capitals had
depreciated, and identities were often to be designed anew. So, Russian girls
were claiming to be daughters of generals and millionaires62, officers turned
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themselves into generals, people of academia (even very modest) called
themselves professors in their field of knowledge63. The emigrant newspaper
“Illustrated Russia” sneered these widespread and fruitful tactics: “The rarest
phenomenon in emigration is a veterinarian who doesn't call himself professor”64.

Recidivists
The number of crimes committed by groups and recidivists allows estimating how
considerable was the part of criminals who approached the last stage of criminal
career and gained a delinquent identity. Among the 145 considered criminals 77
(53,1% of the total number) delicts had worked in groups (min. 2 participants).
Also, 83 criminals (57,2%) (including those acting alone) committed various
offenses repeatedly or committed the same crime systematically. Consequently,
it is possible to conclude that for these criminals the category crime became some
type of an adaptation strategy in the face of numerous challenges. The
repeatability of delicts demonstrates the newly accepted norms, according to
which fulfilling personal purposes by using criminal practice was acceptable (for
this community the usual purpose was receiving material benefits as we have
found out).
Our idea that those offenses became an adaptation strategy for recidivists may
be demonstrated not only by the cases of Meyer, Strykovsky and Miasojedov
considered above, but also by the actions of some loner recidivists, (almost
everyone was a swindler or thief). The criminal career of Russian Jew Max Stein65
(from Minsk, born 1890) can serve as an example. His emigration life in Berlin
(which we can trace according to the documents from 1921 to 1937) consisted
almost completely of prison stay. Each new delict of Stein was more serious than
the previous one. At the end of 1921, he was sentenced for the first time to 9
months and 1 week imprisonment for theft. After being released in July, 1922 he
soon committed theft again and in December, 1922 was sentenced to one and a
half year imprisonment. On April 10, 1924 he served another prison sentence.
One cannot say that between delicts Stein did not try legal activity. He tried
working in trade, something that he was doing before emigration. However, this
trade was unsuccessful and consisted of attempts to make casual small deals in
the center of Berlin (near Alexanderplatz). Success was also made less possible,
of course, by the fact that Stein almost did not speak German (like many Russian
criminals). Besides, in Berlin of those years, foreigners engaging in trade were
quite discriminated against by German consumers (Cherednikova, 2005: 183).
After his second release, Stein stayed free a little longer than a year. His situation
was so bad that he did not have even bare necessities or a permanent residence.
On March 6, 1925 he tried to rob a shop. This crime was quite well prepared;
Stein had a gun and lock-picking tools. Nevertheless, he was noticed by two
workers and started shooting (fortunately, no one was injured). Stein was
63
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sentenced for a 12 years imprisonment for the attempted theft, illegal weapon
possession and attempted manslaughter66. Therefore, his history in emigration
consisted of unsuccessful attempts to do trade and of theft episodes, each time
with longer imprisonment.
A young nurse, Praskovia Murlenkova, born 1900 in Oryol (in her documents the
city is stated as Moscow area, “Podmoskovje”) had similar features and career.
Praskovia from “Podmoskovje” as well as other nurses and teachers was left
almost without work by 1926 – 1927 because of a strong reduction of the number
of Russians in Berlin67. For the first time she was arrested by the police in 1927
for theft and in the coming years (1927 – 1934) appeared there 6 more times.
Murlenkova was stealing in bars in the center of Berlin (for instance “Hamburger”
on Invalidenschtrasse 118). Judging by the fact that despite the punishments,
(the longest was 1 month in prison), she continued to steal, from time to time it
brought her the desirable results. The sums of her plunder were, at first sight, not
really big – 10, 20, 40, 60 marks. But Russian emigrants could survive with this
money for some time (for example, in 1926 Vladimir Nabokov paid 55 marks per
week for a good room and food in one of the Berlin boards68).

Pic. 8. Praskovia Murlenkova [LAB. A Pr. Br. Rep. 030-02-04, № 628]
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The last information we have about Murlenkova from her documents is her strong
ties with deviant environment. In 1932 or 1933 she married a worker Paul
Noerenberg with whom in 1934 she committed street crime and even took part in
a shooting with the police. After a while, she was also punished for passport rules
violations69.

Political crimes
A separate small class of crimes consists of the delicts committed for political
reasons. The most famous case was the murder of the democrat V.D. Nabokov
by radical monarchists in Berlin in 1922. For the microenvironment of
monarchists, the readiness “to shed blood for the triumph of the monarchic ideas”
was a norm. The murderers were the officers P.N. Shabelsky-Bork and S.V.
Taboritsky “taking revenge” for the tsar and revolution; they consistently hated
the Democrats. They conceived the crime even before the emigration
(Kotel’nikov, 2018). Another case of political crime (case of Roman Stein, the
journalist who offended the Soviet representatives in Berlin in 1927 by calling
them murderers70) is related to a political struggle that started in Russia before
emigration. Perhaps, the crime of V. Orlov and V. Pavlonovsky was also
motivated not by the aspiration to get money, but by a political struggle; in 1929
V. Orlov and V. Pavlonovsky forged and tried to sell documents discrediting the
Soviet power (Wim, 2008). Political delicts demonstrate one of the most serious
adaptation problems among refugees, a dissociation, the inability of some
emigrant groups to cooperate because of political differences. However, these
difficulties were generated not by the circumstances of the adaptation process in
emigration; they were “inherited” from the contradictions of the political life of the
revolutionary period of 1917 and the Civil War of 1918 – 1921. Although these
contradictions also exerted an impact on adaptation process in general, they
seldom led to offenses in emigration.

Conclusion
The generalized portrait of a Russian emigrant committing crimes looks as
follows: it is a representative of the most criminogenic and socially vulnerable
groups (former officers, merchants, aristocrats, more rarely lawyers, engineers,
and artists). These are the young men trying to find work habitual to them before
the emigration or any activity unusual before, at the same time usually failing.
Often criminals used to have a high social status and income before emigration
and experienced the “psychological personality dichotomy” caused by the loss of
the former social niche and high income. The aspiration to keep features of the
former lifestyle and the voluntary refusal of the few adaptation opportunities
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(working in the serving sector, help requests) narrowed their choices and pushed
them in the direction of a criminal career. A large number of recidivists indicates
that delicts for criminals were often a type of an adaptation tactic.
The bigger part of the committed delicts had instrumental character and was
directed to receiving material benefits through questionable deals, theft, and
fraud. The high number of the impostors among swindlers using the social trends
for their activity emphasizes the problem of the loss of the social status and
aspirations to preserve the former social relations. Besides, imposture was a
widespread social practice among Russian emigrants.
At the same time, the crime rate (especially violent crime) in the Russian Berlin
was relatively low. We know about all or almost all murders (4) committed in Berlin
1919 – 1933 by Russian emigrants and about all thefts with the use of violence
(2). Assuming the number of Russians constantly living in Berlin in the early
twenties was up to 100 thousand people (after 1924 – a continuous reduction of
the number), we can conclude that the number of violent crimes can be estimated
as very low. We do not know any cases of murder for robbery purposes. Thus,
the rate of this crime among Russians was lower than the crime rate among the
Berlin Germans. It can be observed just by the example of murders, of which
during the entire considered period Russians committed only 471. In Berlin in the
1920’s there were more than 100 murders committed annually. For instance,
during 1928 alone, there were 137 murders72 (for little more than 4 million
people73; i.e. for 100 000 people 3,4 murders a year, which is more, than among
Russian emigrants). Russians were not stigmatized by the German public opinion
as inclined to crime, unlike, for example, the numerous and the most
discriminated group of east Jews (Ostjuden) who, according to the police, in the
early twenties committed up to 80% of all crimes among foreigners 74.The low
crime rate of the Russian emigration may be explained by the prevalence of
educated urban people (less inclined to delicts) in the social composition of
emigration and through the fact that in need the crime rate falls quite often (as
deviantologists note (Bellebaum, 1984: 16). Besides, the Russian emigrants
condemned criminals from their environment and pointedly “turned away from
them”75, understanding that those discredit the emigration in the eyes of the
German public opinion76.
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All cases of murderers commited in Berlin by foreigners are reflected in detail by different
sources; therefore it’s doubtful to miss such episodes in researching crime history of this period.
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Kriminalistische Monatshefte. Heft 4. 1930, April. S. 91-92.
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Statistisches Jahrbuch der Stadt Berlin. 1935 // 11. Jahgang. Hrsg. vom Statistischen Amt der
Stadt Berlin. Berlin: Reinhold Keuhn A.G., 1936. S. 8
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RGWA [RSMA]. F. 772, Op. 2, D. 187. L. 6.
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We are convinced by comparing the obtained data with one research that our
general conclusions about the nature of crime among emigrants and its level
being low are correct. In 1931 a member of the Russian Parisian academic group,
the famous psychiatrist and the neuropathologist Agadzhanov made a report on
crime and mental diseases of Russians in the department of Seine (Paris), where
about 70 000 Russian emigrants lived (the social composition and adaptation
problems were similar to the Russian community in Berlin (Guseff, 2014). Unlike
us, Agadzhanov had an opportunity to obtain the full data about all delicts
committed there by Russians. The researcher concluded that the level of mental
disorders and crime among Russians was below the one of the French. According
to him, 70 000 Russians committed 40-50 offenses a month, generally violations
of silence and order in a state of intoxication, small frauds, and thefts with breach
of compatriots trust. It is especially important, that Agadzhanov recorded a total
absence of murders for the robbery purpose, gangsterism, and other serious
crimes77.
Our conclusion about the low crime level among Russian emigrants also matters
because it indirectly confirms that most of the Russian refugees managed to cope
with the most pressing adaptation problems, to occupy new social niches, accept
them and to avoid the most negative options of emigrant community development
(ghettoization, mass criminalization, high unemployment, etc.). The bigger part of
the Russian emigrants of the first “wave” who appeared in Europe (often in the
adverse conditions of the anti-integration policy and economic crisis)
demonstrated in general, nevertheless, strong abilities to integrate and overcome
the challenges facing them.
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